Abstract
Introduction
Rowing is an articulated skill that requires efforts at different scales, from the complex motor pattern required for efficiently performing each stroke to the strategy necessary to successfully win a race [1, 4] . As in many sports multiple factors affect the final result of a single race, but among them training is a key aspect that influences all other components. The improvements in Virtual Reality technologies and their combination with training strategies, together with sophisticated data modeling is making possible the design of systems that allow new forms of training. This paper presents how the SPRINT system [6] , shown in Figure 1 has evolved from a prototype to a research platform allowing to test and design new training protocols. A diagram of system evolution is shown in Figure 2 . In particular three main aspects of the rowing skill have been selected and evaluated on SPRINT following a taxonomy and a strategy for training in Virtual Environments [5] . The evaluation of technique optimization, energy management and team coordination has been supported by the definition of a workflow for the execution of the evaluation supported by data analysis. The real-time processing of acquired data is indeed a key element of the system that is common among the different evaluations performed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section discusses the evolution and system design. Then follows a discussion about the results of the evaluation studies and the digital representation of the rowing skill. 
System Design and Evolution
The SPRINT system has been designed for training novice and intermediate rowers and for improving the understanding of the rowing skill. The first step of the design has been the application of a hierarchical task analysis that allowed to precisely identify the characteristics of the skill and to identify the critical elements for the design of the training system. From the task analysis, and from the research motivations behind this project, the first prototype was designed starting from the virtual reality experience and the mechanical platform. The SPRINT mechanical platform is the physical core of the system because it allows subjects to experience rowing with kinematics and dynamics similar to natural rowing, supporting both sweep and sculling styles. An alternative design for a rowing simulator is presented in [7] . The mechanics has been designed and tuned by using known force profiles from literature and then by integrating them with data acquisition on the Concept2 system. Then, after the system has been built, it has been validated by comparing rower behavior on a real instrumented boat and on the system itself.
Being the main purpose of SPRINT training, system architecture has been built around a loop that senses subject performance and provides feedback based on the currently selected training protocol. Performance is measured at the level of overall session, last stroke or just after the execution of an element of the stroke. Feedback is typically generated in real-time in the form of augmented feedback, by means of the selection of different modalities. Alternatively it can be delivered at the end of stroke or session. The overall strategy for training adopted in SPRINT is presented in [5] . 
Evaluation Studies
The proposed system has been evaluated by addressing several aspects of the rowing skill combined with research questions in the domain of training in virtual environment. Looking at the evaluation in terms of skill elements this work has considered the following:
Technique of the stroke that is based on motion patterns and timing of actions Energy management at the level of race Coordination among members of the crew in team rowing [2] [3]
A common methodology and implementation has been employed: identification of performance measures and association of subject specific goals, selection of a training feedback, design of the training protocol and analysis of results as typical in experimental design.
Two types of augmented feedback have been identified and tested: the first is based on the combination of visual and vibrotactile stimuli for conveying timing or corrections of behavior inside the stroke or at the end of each stroke. This type of feedback combined the effect of multimodality with spatial and time localization of the feedback.
The second one is based on the use of virtual humans as mediator of feedback being able to provide a reference behavior to be followed or an indication of error.
The results of these evaluation studies [8] [9] [10] [11] have highlighted the capacity of VR training to improve performance and retention compared to classical training, even with protocols of few days.
Digital Representation of Rowing
The evaluation of the SPRINT system has not been possible without the analysis of subject performance. The acquisition of data has been performed on several platforms: on the main SPRINT platform, on the Concept2 instrumented with motion capture and SPRINT software, and on instrumented boats. These different data capture sessions have allowed constructing models of subject performance and comparing them under different conditions. The combination of these models, and their application in different elements of rowing has allowed also the identification of a digital representation of the rowing skill.
The analysis has been performed at multiple levels, depending also on the complexity of the involved datasets, moving from simple analysis when only oar angles are available to biomechanical analysis [1] . Figure 3 shows, for example, the analysis of forces exchanged by the subject with the virtual boat during rowing on the SPRINT. Data have been obtained by applying biomechanical modeling over the motion capture data [12] . In the case of technique training the trained model is based on a data set obtained by asking experts to perform on purpose well-known errors. A combination of PCA and Neural Networks allows to extract in realtime the error during execution at different stroke rates [13] . 
Conclusions
Sport training by means of Virtual Reality is increasingly interesting and this work shows how it can be performed not simply by focusing on a specific aspect of a sport but by addressing the whole skill using a single platform. There are many opportunities for transferring these results to other sports, to better understand the digital representation of the skill and identify new protocols and feedback methodologies that could exploit this type of technologies. There is also a large opportunity for improving the adoption of robotic systems for providing a more realistic force feedback both for simulation and training.
Additional information can be found at: http://www.skils-ip.eu/row.
